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Abstract{ In recent years, research to develop an bioligical agents based on this homeostatic
has been conducted. Also, in most of these researches, the agents given any objective function.
The purpose as a biological agent is nite limited by symbolizing the purpose of a biological agent
as an objective function. In this research, we propose a method to create articial life that has
homeostasis and can adapt to the three-dimensional environment with high dimensional visual
input without using objective function. The articial life has a neural network as a gene that
determines behavior from its perceptual state and physiological state. The agent mutates genes
by repeating natural selection and mutation, and adapts to the environment as a population.
Finally, we evaluate the adaptability and homeostasis of the agent to the environment, and show
that the agent can adapt to the environment as a population.
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3.4 NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies
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3.5 Deep NeuroEvolution
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